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 STAY INFORMED ABOUT THE EVOLVING
CYBERCRIME LANDSCAPE

Trends 

Gain valuable insights into the latest cybercrime trends with our user-friendly dashboards. Our 
dashboards offer a comprehensive overview of APT (Advanced Persistent Threat) activity, 
ransomware events, and network accesses available for sale. You can easily view top threat 
actors, affected sectors, and geographic locations. Additionally, our dashboards provide detailed 
insights over a specific period of time.

Intelligence feed

Stay ahead of cyber threats with KELA's comprehensive finished intelligence feed. Our feed includes 
detailed information about a range of cybercrime events, including ransomware attacks, network 
accesses for sale, leaked databases, and emerging threats. You can also access intelligence 
insights and reports about the latest trends in the cybercrime underground. With our user-friendly 
interface, you can easily filter the data by date, sector, geographic location, TLP (Traffic Light 
Protocol), or category, allowing you to focus on what matters most to your organization.

Daily Highlights

Discover the latest happenings on the cybercrime underground with KELA's finished intelligence. 
This segment provides detailed insights into events that have occurred over the past 24 hours. 
You can stay informed about each event and gain a better understanding of the evolving 
cyber threat landscape.

3 SEGMENTS

Stay ahead of threats with KELA’s intelligence insights

COVERING EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE CYBERCRIME ECOSYSTEM

Extensive Source Collection
KELA automatically and continuously collects intelligence from various hard-to-reach sources, 
including cybercrime forums and illicit markets, closed instant messaging channels, hacking 
repositories, and other cybercrime sources. The mass data collected comprised hundreds of 
thousands of data pieces such as posts and chatters and includes text, images, and other meta-data.

Deep Analysis
Once automatically processed into a structured, readable format, the collected data is reviewed and 
analyzed by KELA’s Cyber Intelligence Center to identify any potential threats, trends, or patterns of 
suspicious activity.

Strategic Data Made Accessible
KELA’s Threat Landscape module includes intuitive and interactive dashboards allowing executives to 
deliver high-level, finished intelligence reports with practical, strategic information, thus enabling 
informed decisions on the next steps.

Up-to-date intelligence

Stay ahead of cyber threats by 
staying informed about the 

latest trends in the cybercrime 
underground. Our Threat 

Landscape provides you with 
valuable insights and analysis 
to help you better understand 
how attackers operate, so you 

can be one step ahead of 
potential threats.

Easy consumption

The Threat Landscape module 
provides high-level executives 
with a simple and accessible 
way to consume information 
and insights on a daily basis. 
You can use segmentation to 
present the data divided into 

categories such as geography, 
sectors, or threat actors.

Situational Awareness

Increase your exposure to 
real-time intelligence to 

enhance your organization's 
situational awareness of 

potential threats.
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KELA's Threat Landscape module offers decision-makers high-level 
intelligence on the ever-changing cybercrime ecosystem, 
including dashboards of top trends, daily highlights, and finished 
intelligence feed by KELA's cyber intelligence experts. It includes 
ransomware events, network access on sale, leaked databases, 
and new threats across all sectors to deliver high-level executives 
with effective, strategic information, thus enabling informed 
decisions on the next steps.




